Abstract. We produce skew loops-loops having no pair of parallel tangent lines-homotopic to any loop in a flat torus or other quotient of R n . The interesting case here is n = 3 . More subtly for any n , we characterize the homotopy classes that will contain a skew loop having a specified loop τ ⊂ S n−1 as tangent indicatrix.
Introduction
Call a differentiable curve in R n skew if it lacks any pair of parallel tangent lines.
Skew curves and even skew loops are generic when n > 3 , but the basic examples in [Se] and [Gh1] show that it takes ingenuity to find skew loops when n = 3 . They abound even then, however, existing in every knot-class [W] , or through any finite set of directed points [Gh2] . They are also interesting: Skew loops exist on all compact surfaces in R 3 except ellipsoids [GS] , and thin tubes around skew loops have no disconnected shadows, disproving a conjecture that only ovaloids had this property [Gh1] , [Gh2] .
The definition of "skew" makes sense in R n because translation identifies all tangent spaces in a canonical way. Tangent lines at distinct points of an arc are parallel if they coincide under this identification. But the identification persists when we descend from R n to its quotient by a discrete subgroup G . So the definition of skew loop makes equally good sense in R n /G .
In particular, any skew loop in R n descends to a homotopically trivial skew loop in R n /G . In §2 below, we complement this fact by constructing explicit helical skew loops in each homotopically non-trivial class of loops. Perhaps surprisingly, they are easier to construct than their homotopically trivial antecedents.
In §3, we determine, given a loop τ in the unit sphere S n−1 , which homotopy classes in R n /G admit skew loops having τ as tantrix :
Definition 1.1. The tantrix of a C 1 curve σ in R n /G is the normalized velocity curve τ mapping the domain of σ to S n−1 via τ (t) := σ/|σ| . † We leave the domain of σ unspecified above because of a technical dilemma: One defines C 1 loop most elegantly as an immersion of the circle. But we also need to regard such a loop as an immersed arc σ : [a, b] → R n /G with σ(b) = σ(a) andσ(a) =σ(b) . We will move between these equivalent formulations without further comment, trusting the reader to understand that when, for instance, we call a loop embedded, we have the first formulation in mind, while we prefer the second when we lift a loop in R n /G to an arc in R n .
Either way, a loop σ in R n /G clearly has parallel tangent lines at inputs t 1 , t 2 ∈ S 1 iff its tantrix τ satisfies τ (t 2 ) = ±τ (t 1 ) . Hence Observation 1.2. A loop in R n /G is skew iff its tantrix is embedded and disjoint from its own antipodal image.
On the other hand, a loop τ ⊂ S n−1 can satisfy both conditions above without forming the tantrix of any loop in R n . This is the problem Segre, Ghomi and others had to solve in the papers mentioned above. As the rank of G increases, this problem gets easier, but a new problem arises: A loop in S n−1 may be embedded and avoid its antipodal image without forming the tantrix of any loop in a particular homotopy class of R n /G . After preparing some facts about convex cones, we settle this new issue in Theorem 3.7.
Examples: Helical skew loops of all homotopy types
Consider any discrete subgroup G ⊂ R n , and write π : R n → R n /G for the covering projection. Recall that one can lift any loop σ :
Conversely, any arc α :
As in [S1] , [S2] and [GS] , tantrix contracts the unwieldy traditional term tangent indicatrix Proposition 2.2. Choose any non-zero g ∈ G , any orthonormal pair u := {u 1 , u 2 } perpendicular to g , and any r > 0 . Then the helical arc
projects to a g-homotopic skew loop in R n /G .
Proof. Clearly h g,u (2π) − h g,u (0) = g , making h g,u homotopic to g . To prove skewness, compute its tantrix:
This is clearly an embedded circle in S n−1 with radius r |g| 2 + r 2 . Having radius less than 1, it avoids its own antipodal image, so by Observation 1.2, we are done.
Given a non-zero g ∈ G , and letting r vary between 0 and ∞ , the tantrices above assume every radius between 0 and 1. Our helical examples thus make every small circle in S n−1 centered at g/|g| the tantrix of skew loop homotopic to g . We now want to generalize this fact, determining when an arbitrary loop in S n−1 forms the tantrix of a g-homotopic loop in R n /G for some pre-assigned g ∈ G .
Convex cones and tantrices
A cone in R n is a subset invariant under all positive dilations. A set is convex if it contains the line segment joining any pair of its points.
Definition 3.1 (Convex cone). Let A ⊂ R n . Denote the smallest convex cone containing A by Cc(A) , and call it the convex cone over A .
Remark 3.2. The convex cone over A is simultaneously (1) The convex hull of the cone over A , and (2) The cone over the convex hull of A , the convex hull being the intersection of all convex supersets. One argues these facts easily using the separation property of convex sets. The following version of that property will help us prove our key Lemma 3.5.
Denote the interior of a set A by int A and its boundary by ∂A .
Lemma 3.3 (Separation). Suppose C ⊂ R
n is a convex cone, and p ∈ C . Then some hyperplane through 0 separates p from int C . Specifically, for some unit vector u ∈ R n , we have
with equality on the left iff p ∈ ∂C .
Proof. The interior of C is clearly convex, and it is well-known [V, Chap. II] that any point p outside an open convex set can by separated from it by a hyperplane. More precisely, for some unit vector u ∈ R n , some scalar a , and for all x ∈ int C , we have
Since C is a cone, its closure contains 0 . So a ≤ 0 , and the inequalities above must hold with p replaced by λp for any λ > 1 . Make that replacement, divide by λ , and recall that C is a cone to deduce u · p ≤ a λ < u · x for all x ∈ int C and all λ > 1 . Now let λ → +∞ to see that
But equality on the right for some x ∈ int C , would imply x − εu ∈ int C for small enough ε > 0 , contradicting the same inequality.
Definition 3.4 (Full arc). Call an arc α : I → R n full if its image spans R n . Full arcs are of course generic, and by assuming α full, we simplify many statements below. Of course one can always remove the assumption by replacing R n with the span of α .
The following statement about full arcs is our main tool for determining which loops in S n−1 form tantrices of loops in R n /G . It constitutes an "if and only if" version of a result due to Ghomi [Gh2, Lemma 2.3] .
Lemma 3.5. Suppose an arc α : I → R n is full, and p ∈ R n . Then p ∈ int Cc(α) iff there exists a continuous µ : I → (0, ∞) which is constant on ∂I , and satisfies
Proof. As cited above, Ghomi shows that such a µ exists when p ∈ int Cc(α) . Actually, he argues this in R 3 , quoting a "6-point" result of Steinitz for convex sets in R 3 . But Steinitz's result includes the analogous "2n-point" statement for convex sets in R n [V, Thm. 3.13] , and Ghomi's lemma generalizes without difficulty if one uses that fact.
The converse is easier 1 ; we prove it by contradiction, assuming some positive function µ satisfies (3.2) with p ∈ int Cc(α) . By Lemma 3.3 we would then have a unit vector u with u · p ≤ 0 < u · x for all x ∈ int Cc(α) .
Since α(I) ⊂ Cc(α) , the right-hand inequality above gives u · α(t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ I . Playing that against the left-hand inequality and the fact that µ > 0 , however, we get
whence the integral must vanish, forcing u · α ≡ 0 . This puts α in a hyperplane, contradicting our fullness assumption.
Corollary 3.6. Let G ⊂ R n be a discrete subgroup. Then a full loop τ : S 1 → S n−1 forms the tantrix of a g-homotopic loop in R n /G iff g ∈ int Cc(τ ) .
Proof. If g ∈ int Cc(τ ) , the Lemma yields a continuous µ : [0, 1] → (0, ∞) with µ(0) = µ(1) , whence the formula
parametrizes a C 1 arc in R n with tantrix τ , with α(0) = 0 , and with α(1) = g . As discussed early in §2, such an arc projects to a g-homotopic loop in R n /G .
Conversely, any immersed C 1 loop in R n /G which is homotopic to g and has tantrix τ , must lift to an arc α : [0, 1] → R n with α(1) − α(0) = g and α ′ (0) = α ′ (1) . The fundamental theorem of calculus then gives
Since |α ′ | is positive, continuous, and constant on ∂[0, 1] , Lemma 3.5 ensures that g ∈ int Cc(α) .
When combined with Observation 1.2, Corollary 3.6 immediately tells us when a loop in S n−1 forms the tantrix of a skew g-homotopic loop:
Theorem 3.7. Suppose G ⊂ R n is a discrete subgroup. Then a full loop τ : S 1 → S n−1 forms the tantrix of a g-homotopic skew loop in
avoids its antipodal image, and (3) contains g in the interior of its convex cone.
Corollary 3.8. Suppose G ⊂ R n is a discrete subgroup. If a full loop τ : S 1 → S n−1 forms the tantrix of a skew loop in R n , it forms the tantrix of a g-homotopic skew loop in R n /G for every g ∈ G .
Proof. By Corollary 3.6, τ is embedded, avoids its antipodal image, and satisfies 0 ∈ intCc(τ ) . But the latter implies Cc(τ ) = R n , so intCc(τ ) contains every g ∈ G .
A full loop contained in a hemisphere can never be the tantrix of a loop (skew or not) in R n . This follows, e.g., from Corollary 3.6 with G = {0} . But the situation in a flat torus is quite different:
Corollary 3.9. Suppose a discrete subgroup G ⊂ R n has rank n . Then every full embedded loop τ : S 1 → S n−1 that avoids its antipodal image is the tantrix of a skew loop in the torus R n /G .
Proof. Since τ is full, Cc(τ ) contains the cone over a basis for R n . Sufficiently far from the origin, such a cone will contain arbitrarily large open balls. Since G has rank n , all large enough balls contain elements of G . Theorem 3.7 then makes τ the tantrix of a skew loop in R n /G .
We close with an observation about the most interesting case, n = 3 . Suppose a loop τ bounds a region Ω compactly contained in an open hemisphere. Then τ automatically satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.7. Since any point in Ω lies in Cc(τ ) (exercise) that Theorem now yields Corollary 3.10. Suppose G ⊂ R 3 is a discrete subgroup, and τ : S 1 → S 2 bounds a region Ω compactly contained in an open hemisphere. Then τ forms the tantrix of a g-homotopic skew loop in R 3 /G whenever g/|g| ∈ Ω .
